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"Evacuate the smoothie mixer room! I repeat, evacuate this source 

room immediately!" Everybody was running out of the factory at 

tremendous speed. Meanwhile up at the top of the factory a small 

portal had appeared. A criminal man entered the room. He looked like 

a creature with a venomous bite. His hair was spikey black, he had black 

jeans and a brown denim jacket. He clicked his fingers and disappeared 

into another room. He found a mixer that had been taken back to the 

factory to fix, and had been left discarded on the floor. The man swirled 

the mixer around with the control of his hands. Purple lightening strikes 

appeared. The mixer turned lilac and the occasional red. He cursed the 

mixer. 

50 years later... 

"ABC news reporting. Little creatures called Lemonappos have been 

appearing out of number 23 Salsie St. Kathleen here says that these 

little creatures have been appearing out of her smoothie mixer that has 

been passed down through her family for 50 years. She thinks the name 

Lemonappo comes from the items she makes her smoothies with. 

Lemon, apples and oranges. This is Emelia Matthews reporting." Zz 

crack zz sh 

Kathleen was sitting on the couch rethinking her smoothie mystery, then 

a zapping sound came from the mixer. Eventually a book appeared. 

Kathleen opened the cover. The pages flipped to the back of the book 

where a light appeared. A ghost came out of the beam. It was her 
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grandfather. Together they travelled through the beam of light. "It all 

started a long time ago when a portal appeared from the book Master 

Criminals. One of them escaped and cursed our mixer" said grandfather. 

"To stop the Lemonappos you must retrieve the phoenix and peacock 

feather. You must go all the way to New Zealand through this book". 

Kathleen dived through the book about feathers and appeared in a 

stone room. There resting between fake teeth was the feather. 

Kathleen thought how she was going to retrieve the feather, rock 

climbing she wondered. Kathleen was just about to reach the feather 

when SLAP! she was knocked down by a hand. 'Not so fast" said the 

teeth. "First you have to solve a riddle. 24 white horses riding up a red 

hill. They go on then they stop. What am I?" said the hand. At that 

moment Kathleen was looking at the teeth. 24 white teeth, red gum 

and teeth talks then he stops. "What am I?" says the teeth. 'Teeth!' 

Kathleen cried out. Instantly the feather flutters down to Kathleen. 

Kathleen dives through the book and lands on her couch, switches on 

the smoothie button and puts the feather in, WA-LA the curse is broken. 

Now its time to celebrate with a normal smoothie. 
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